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                                                   SOUTHERN EXPOSURE 

                                                                    by 

                                                           Robert S. Tracz 

 

October, 6 A.M. Lake Worth, Florida                                                                            

Dawn breaks over Lake Osborne’s eastern horizon. The great blue heron, as immobile as a plastic statue, 

commences it's stilted gait, pecking for snails buried in the muddy shallows; above a majestic osprey 

carries an unfortunate sunfish in its talons. The Western darkness slowly surrenders to tender pastel 

hues—as delicate and as sweet as from a painter's brush.  A gentle breeze animates the encircling palm 

trees, as their fan-like leaves seem to greet the viewer in beckoning syncopation. Splashing fish and 

feisty turtles commence a ruckus announcing nature's great awakening.  A distant rumble of thunder 

and a brief shower quickly pass, offering a rainbow that arcs the sky, portending, “calm seas and a 

prosperous voyage”.    

The Everglades? Hardly. In reality, you are experiencing a carefully orchestrated program designed to 

ape the great primal swamp that still does exist some miles West in Florida's massive central core—

the real Florida, as natives would say—not the artificiality contrived Treasure Coast, making-up the 

majority of Palm Beach County and much of south Florida's eastern coast. 

Boomers and Geezers 

Lake Osborne, surrounded by John Prince Park is the center attraction of the small village called Lake 

Worth, “where the tropics begin”, and to some, “Lake Worthless”. Bike and jogging paths, camping 



grounds, and a variety of sporting fields caters to Florida's human smorgasbord.  Young Hispanics play 

volley-ball, teenage Blacks shoot hoops; but by and large it's the fifty-five and older set, whose 

numbers dominate the park and most facets of local life, priming the economic engine that animates 

Florida's Eastern coast. 

While struggling to unload my fishing kayak from my van, a pair of flashing strobe lights pierce the 

darkness. My favorite Geezer appears yet again. The racing-helmeted 81-year-old Sara Cummings 

peddles as if possessed.  She stops her expensive-looking vehicle, turns off the light and offers me a 

hand. Hardly braking a sweat, weighing about 90 pounds, Sara and a host of octogenarians chase the 

sweet bird of youth in a variety of ways. “Thanks, but I  don't really need any help,” I answer; after all, 

I'm still a boomer --a babe in the woods, mid-sixties, you know.   

 Today, I forgot my sandals, so barefooted I  pull the craft over the week-manicured grass to the water's 

edge. “Hey sonny! You better watch the fire ants,” she bellows. Quite right. These diminutive monsters 

attack naked flesh with the vengeance of the Six Hundred Spartans.  Now there is enough daylight to 

see the minefield of ant mounds that awaits me. “I'll be careful, thanks!” I answer.  By now Sara's   

male companion arrives.  Overweight and huffing and puffing he stops and echo's his mate's offer of 

help. “She's hard to keep-up with you know. I could really use a break.  I'll help you unload.”                                                                                                                                                          

I tell the couple that I am writing an article about Florida and we suspend our physical toil-- time for an 

ad-hock interview.  Bill, a whippersnapper at 72; a retired store-owner from Michigan met Sara in 

Florida at a country-western dance. Not married, they co-inhabit one of the many condos that encircle 

the lake. Full-time residents, and not snowbirds, the couple would never think of returning up north. 

Even the sweltering Florida summers offer opportunities. Horseback riding, golf, tennis, sail boating, 

and a myriad of other activities usually reserved for younger people are all indulged  in. 

 

Both Geezers  have medical issues.  Bill's knees have been replaced and he nervously relates how he may 

be developing a serious case of prostate cancer.  Sara's back problems may halt her daily six-mile trek 



around the lake. We all agree that medical care is of the highest quality.  Hospitals constantly advertize, 

and many northern-trained doctors occupy a plethora of medical offices, only minutes away from  John 

Prince Park. 

We say our goodbyes, as Sara, now giddy as a schoolgirl at the prospect of her name appearing in print, 

continues her ride.  Now time to fish! 

Fishing 

Anglers from all over the world come here to try their luck.  Huge fishing vessels on trailers occupy the 

lawns of private homes, awaiting a tow to the public docking ramps. Party boats like the Lady-K, daily 

carry fishermen in pursuit of Porky, Barracuda, King Fish, or any other denizen swimming about. 

The Large Mouth Bass is the main attraction perused by freshwater anglers. Lake Osborne hosts monsters 

that try to evade the hooks of an army of anglers, some equipped with high-tech  expensive Bass boats, 

that circle the waters pursuing a tournament prize. 

Finally, my kayak and I are waterborne, preparing to fish-up a storm.  And then a huge fishing craft—

boasting twin 200 horsepower motors, speeds past me, producing a pernicious wake that threatens to 

capsize my diminutive craft. I will not topple, but my cherished spot is ruined. Finally, the waters 

return to their mirror-like tranquility, and I paddle to the spot where the now vanished rainbow seemed 

to materialize. Not a pot of gold, but many fish are caught, including a respectable multicolored five-

pond Peacock Bass.  Maybe someday another rainbow will illuminate the path to the fish of a lifetime. 

Lake Worthless 

       I still own a small motor boat that I use on Lake Osborne.  I am using my kayak because  the motor 

was recently stolen –from right in front of my house on High Ridge Road. Tools, remote controlled 

cars,my bicycles, and a variety of other items have met the same fate. Deputy Sheriff Tod Dubious, a 

tall youthful sandy-haired Floridian, who lives across the street, lost his serf board--and believe it or 

not, the American flag that used to grace his modest home: “They'll steal the eyes from a corpse; you 

just can't leave anything out.  Did you see the large sign posted on a neighbor's lawn: Thou Shall Not 



Steal. Welcome to South Florida!” Stunned, I reel at the prospect of living in a bunker-like environment; 

after all. thousands of  home owners have opted to barricade themselves within gated communities, 

leaving only to shop at an arena of huge strip malls loaded with security patrols. Officer Tod opens the 

door to his squad car, and shows me an issue of the Palm Beach Post, headlining a story stating that 

there are more prisoners in the local jails than are incarcerated in Cuba's  crowded cells. He adds, 

“Petty theft, armed robbery, drug abuse, shoplifting, and grand theft auto—and an occasional murder, 

keep the police, lawyers, and bails bond people very busy.”  His parting words, “Lock it or lose it.” 

The Homeless 

 

If an invisible den of pernicious thieves  renders life on the Treasure Coast sometimes less than 

pleasurable, a very visible ragamuffin army of the homeless reminds the affluent that amidst the 

ostentatious wealth, a desperate class lives day-to day-- unsightly interlopers rendering a trip to the 

mall somewhat disconcerting. Panhandlers brandishing signs summarizing their plight: “Homeless and 

hungry.  Please help!” I usually part with my spare change.  I sometimes answer, “I've been there 

brother,” as  I toss my jingling coins into a dilapidated Starbucks cup.  An official sign stating that's  

“It's OK to say no to panhandlers”, sometimes causes me to pass them by; but today, I say yes, and 

take their thanks, “God bless you”, as a reminder that I am indeed fortunate, and in many ways blessed. 

Tonight, I am playing tennis in John Prince Park. For the homeless, the park is a mecca, offering shelter 

under it's bridges and an array of benches that promises a night's slumber away from the ant-infested 

grass. My fellow tennis players  remind me to lock my car doors as I approach the twelve-court 

complex. They disdain the miscreants and blame them for everything. 

One evening we discovered the net from court seven was missing!  The police doubted that they were 

responsible—a little too ambitious. Some weeks later an excited officer informed us that the item was 

retrieved from a North Miami pawn shop. “I asked, “Did you see any signs of an eight-horse Honda 

outboard motor?” 



“No, but if we do, we'll let you know. And by the way sir, You better lock your car door around here—

just in case.” 

“Yeah. I get a lot of that lately,” I answered.* 

Thieves or not, the indigent form a gallery who watch our tennis matches with surprising interest.  Denied 

Nadal vs Federer at Wimbledon, they settle for Geezers at Lake Worth. The crucifying boredom of 

their existence offers a baleful counterpoint to the aging athletes all decked-out in their rakish clothing, 

possessing the finest equipment money can buy, hobbling about, chasing tennis balls as the night wears 

away.   

Not one of the homeless appears to view my match. Park police rousted them out, playing a daily cat-

and-mouse game with the clever rodent-like denizens. When I go fishing on the canal tomorrow 

morning I will surely be an uninvited interloper to their world, as I walk up and down the canal's shore, 

encountering a small city of tents, moldy mattresses, shopping carts and piles of beer cans that litter 

the landscape. Nervously, I clutch my fishing rod closer to my body. I could be robbed, beat-up—

thrown into the water. But officer Tod told me that these people are opportunistic thieves, rarely doing 

violence to their fellow man. Several of their number welcome me and commence a conversation about 

fishing. These pregnant waters offer this underclass partial sustenance, promising a wealth of pan fish 

that are easily caught. I recognize a fellow who usually watches our tennis matches. I nervously say, 

“I hope you show-up tonight. I just purchased a new racket....” He interrupts and asks for some spare 

change-- his next meal being more important than my tennis abilities.  I leave a troubled soul. 

Yes, I am lucky enough not to share their plight. If I was a real mensch maybe I would seek out ways to 

help: work in a county shelter, soap kitchen, food pantry—all I assume county operated; but according 

to one Floridian, there are no such shelters. Only one church offers such services.  She adds that it is 

unofficial government  policy to deny the crises. Pick up a magazine highlighting  life on The Treasure 

Coast, and discover the latest style in expensive flip-flops, and where to best service your 40-foot skiff. 

The homeless: not out of sight, but out of mind. 



   

The Climate 

 

Ultimately, it's the Sunshine State's glorious weather that beckons northerners to transplant their being, 

forsaking the seasonal changes that syncopated the yearly cadence of their lives. Southern Florida's 

mild winter, free from ice and snow, crowds Palm Beach County with Snowbirds who stay the season 

and usually vacate their condos in the spring, avoiding the sweltering heat and humidity of a torrid 

summer. Those who do not flee, either ignore the conditions, or stay comfortably nestled in their air 

conditioned apartments, leaving only to make a pilgrimage to the eternal mall. Enter a Publix, a huge 

supermarket, or any other large store, and you are greeted with an Arctic chill that reminds one of a 

northern blizzard.  Upon leaving, the shopper is engulfed in the omnipresent oppressive tropical 

humidity. And it's somewhat disconcerting to view (from your air conditioned car) the once well-used 

golf courses-- totally deserted, expect for sweating workers who must take the weather as a given fact. 

The remaining seasons offering a plethora of activities for young and old alike.  Henry Morrison Flagler 

and a host of entrepreneurs who designed the Treasure Coast, have made everything accessible and 

within easy reach. Six-lane highways and an efficient public transportation are the arteries that pump 

the economy's blood. Retail outlets are minutes away, offering the buyer an overwhelming variety of 

goods. Pristine beaches and tepid ocean water attract swimmers and scuba divers. For the more 

adventurous, casinos, dog racing and a fast-paced night life are all there. 

Residing here coast for almost two years, I along with my fellow boomers, enjoy it all. You can loose a 

lot of weight playing tennis in 90-degree heat. And the sweltering golf courses offer enticing summer 

rates. The fishing boats leave three-times a day, and who knows—the next record fish? 

But I still long for  the northern exposure that molded my character and being. This upcoming summer 

you may find me residing in a tinny cabin on a little lake nestled in the Catskill mountains. Daily, I 

will row my wooden boat in pursuit of that trophy Bass. Evenings will see me rocking in a chair, my 



dog at my side, smoking my pipe-- musing on the day's events. Golden sunsets, and the peeping tree 

frogs will offer a unique serenade. Golf, tennis, and shopping are not at hand, but I will travel the 

necessary miles to reach them. 

Finally, I will revel in experiencing the fall's majestic palette. But then wintery grays replace the riot of 

orange and yellows, promising ice and snow, I will leave.  Maybe you will pass me going south on 

Interstate 95, hurrying toward the captivating artificial playground that is The Treasure Coast. I am  

indeed blessed, forever chasing rainbows and that one great fish. 

 

                                                             The End   

 

 

 

 

 

*South Florida is the pawn shop capital of the world. An inexorable assortment of items daily flows in 

and out their doors. Families scratching out a living, bring in little more than minimum wage and those 

behind in rent or mortgage, daily sell or pawn their precious possessions. Photo I.D. is required, but some 

stolen merchandize does get through. Flea markets, yard sales, and charity thrift stores offer a dizzying 

array of choices for the working underclass--sandwiched between the indigent poor and affluent upper 

class. 

My motor was never found. The pilferage became so bad, I too retreated to a gated community. 

        


